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Four generations of Nazarenes. In the center, holding her baby, is Susana de
Limache, wife of our Nazarene pastor, Pascual Limache. Beside her are her father
and her grandmother. Susana's father is a “Casique” or Indian chief. He was one
of the first converts in our Nazarene work in Bolivia.

Our first Bible school graduation. The three boys in
the center wearing carnations are the graduates. Directly
in front of the pulpit is Julio Ugarte, who is a university
graduate and has taught in the most popular Bolivian
schools for many years. He was saved in February, 1955,
and has been teaching history and grammar in the Bible
school and also teaching in our day school. Mr. Ugarte
is the Sunday-school superintendent in our Spanish
congregation in La Paz, and leads a street meeting on
Sundays. His wife also is a professional teacher.
Standing beside Brother Sievers in the back is Hugo
Villarreal. He has been the main force in the Bible
school.

Some of the day school pupils standing in front of the

Winchester Memorial Church, while it was under con
struction. The church has now been completed suffi

ciently to be used by the congregation.
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the people of the United States in

vested more than five billion dollars ($5,500,L
000,000.00) in good causes and charities, accord
ing to the first concrete figures to be gathered on
the subject. This compilation was made by the
American Association of Fund-Raising Councils,
Inc. Approximately 50 per cent of the total amount
was given to various churches. We are all grati
fied. especially if this means increased religious
interest and fervor.
The religious press reports that in 1954, five
hundred and eighty-eight million dollars ($588,000.000.00) was invested by the churches in new
buildings. Therefore, approximately one-fourth
of the amount given to churches was used for
building purposes.
Without doubt the great majority of church
members agree that churches should be beautiful
and attractive, creating a worshipful atmosphere,
but chaste and simple in architecture and style,
without ostentation and display. The ‘’ninety
and nine” should be eared for, out to have elegant
churches of cathedral proportions is evidence of
a lack of concern for the “lost sheep” repre
sented by the unchurched and by the billion
souls who have never heard the gospel even once
When the Year Book of American Churches
reports that forty great religious organizations
and churches contributed but fifty-three million
dollars ($53,000.000.Oli) for missions for the year
__ ;o> average of one dollar and forty-live
cents ($1.15) per member lor twelve months, is
there not cause for concern;'
Christ s meat commission was to seek the lost
of the world (Matthew 28; Mark Ui: Luke 15).

oncerne

Number 4

J?

As followers of Christ, we are constrained to ask
ourselves, “How large is our world?”
Not, how large is the world? That is a ques
tion for the mathematicians. We are thinking of
the world of interests, sympathies, appreciations,
and insights. Jesus could not be content unless
His disciples lifted up their eyes to eternal hori
zons. Are we interested enough in the needs
of the world’s unevangelized? Are we carrying
out the Master's commission with sufficient dili
gence?
In his report as secretary of the General Stew
ardship Committee, Dr. S. T. Ludwig indicated
to the General Board in January, 1956, that the
per capita giving of the Church of the Nazarene
is divided as follows: local interests, $103.02; dis
trict interests—$10.92: and general interests—
$11.65. Of this latter amount, the foreign mis
sionary program of the church receives approxi
mately $7.00 per capita. This averages fifty-eight
cents per month, or about fifteen cents per week
for each member of the church.
As we study these figures we are constrained to
ask “Are we as concerned over the evangeliza
tion of the world as we think the Master would
have His followers be9''
When Dr. John Stockton, our general treasurer,
reported that the district average in giving to the
General Budget and mission specials remained at
7.01 per cent—I he same average as the previous
year" when he said there were only two 10 pelcent districts this year (Akron. 10.78 per cent,
and Northeastern Indiana. 10.71 per cent), and
only three in the 9 per cent bracket (Northwest,
9.68 per cent: Idaho-Oregon. 9.59 per cent; and
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Central Ohio, 9.17 per cent); when he indicated
that the highest percentage of gain in 10 per cent
giving, over a four-year period, was less than
3 per cent (Abilene, 2.41 per cent), and that
twenty-seven districts actually lost ground in their
percentage of giving for others during the past
four years, he highlighted the need for sincere
reflection.

If we are vitally concerned, we will not fail
to reach the minimum goal of 10 per cent in the
near future. Seven years have elapsed since the
General Board launched the "10 per cent for
world evangelism” program. This should be a
year of great advance, as we prove our concern
for the lost of earth and fulfill the Master’s
commission. What better way can we express our
gratitude for the material blessings God has
poured out upon us and our nation?
Science teaches us that every action has a
consequence. So does the past. There is no
escape. This inexorable law goes further: we
2

can sin and cause evil by what we do. We can
also sin and cause evil by what we leave undone.
Much of today’s chaos is the consequence of sins
of omission. We so often ask. "Why should the
innocent suffer?” We so seldom ask, “What have
I left undone to cause innocent people to suffer?”
From The Sure Victory
by Madame Chiang Kai-shek
(Fleming H. Revell Co.)

A .M

t. QoJ

And the Lord God fanned man of the dust of
the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living soul
(Gen. 2:7).

The silver is mine, and the gold is mine, saith
the Lord of hosts (Hag. 2:8).
The testimony of an African Christian: Said
John—“I have a word to say and it is this:
We have not come to church to count ribs [sit
and look at one another], but to praise the Lord.
Kindly I ask an ear [listen to me, please]. Every
young ox refuses the yoke and work at the first,
even though he can bellow plenty and kick about.
By and by he sees that it is by far the best to
accept the yoke and grow fat under the master’s
care. Soon after the Lord’s yoke found a steady
resting place upon my neck, the Lord said to me,
‘See here. My new ox, the Lord formed man of
the dust of the ground.’ And I said, ‘Yes, Lord.
I understand.’ Then said the Lord to me again,
‘The silver is Mine and the gold is Mine.’ And I
said. ‘Yes,’ again, but didn’t quite understand
until I remembered the dusty mines where I had
worked for days and nights digging out the gold
that buys everything except clothing for a naked
soul. The Lord had formed me from the dust, He
said. The gold comes from the dust, too, I well
know, and the Lord says that it is His, also.
“Yes, I am from the dust of earth and gold is
from the dust of earth. Therefore, both belong
to God; and while I draw honest breath, there
shall not lack the praise of dusty lips and shillings
clinking in the plate.”
This is the reasoning of a young man of Africa
who loves God. His father and his fathers before
him were lost, but he has found the way to God.
When will we of brighter lands begin to serve
our God with John’s honest logic?—Oscar M.
Stockwell, Africa.
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npiiE day is far spent. The sun is sinking toward
the western horizon; what we do must be
done now.
Our task is far from completed. The fields of
the world are white unto harvest. The golden
grain is ready for the reapers. A multitude of
men and women are marching toward the judg
ment without God. They are steeped in sin, super
stition, and idolatry. That teeming, restless, mov
ing throng is made up of never-dying souls that
are worth more than the resources of this world.
We are engaged in big business. We talk
about the United States Steel Corporation, the
General Motors Corporation, and the Ford em
pire. They are dime stores in comparison with
the kingdom of God. The wheels of industry
will cease to move, and earthly kingdoms, em
pires. and democracies will crumble and decay,
but the kingdom of God will remain and flourish
like the palm trees planted by the rivers. Of
this Kingdom there shall be no end. The grandeur
and the glory of the Kingdom will not be in the
twelve gates of pearl or in the golden pavement
of the celestial city, but in redeemed souls of all
nationalities who have been lifted from the cess
pools of sin and washed in the blood of the Lamb.
We thank God for what has been accomplished
across the past fifty years. We stand with bowed
heads at the graves of those eighteen missionaries
who fell in battle, and lie buried beneath foreign
soil: for those others that sacrificed, did their
work, and came home to die; and for all of our
noble warriors nearing the sunset of life. Nor
are we forgetting the present corps of mission
aries, more than three hundred strong. They
have rendered and are rendering a valiant, heroic
service for God and the church. In that great
day, thousands upon thousands will arise and
shout their praises because these faithful servants
of the Lord reached them with the gospel.
Wonderful! Yes, it is wonderfid when we look
at what has been accomplished. But when we
look at that needy, judgment-bound crowd, the
April. 1956

majority of whom have never heard of salva
tion, our hearts are sad.
Our task is unfinished. Look at those millions
in Latin America behind the purple curtain.
Multiplied thousands of them can be reached
and saved and housed in heaven forever. Glance
at the fields bordering on the Pacific. A great
multitude of those people will accept the gospel
if we can get to them in time. They are waiting
to be gathered into the fold. We have just gotten
a good start in India. Here we have three thou
sand Christians—just an earnest of our inheri
tance in that tremendous land. The spirits of
Livingstone and Schmelzenbach still live in
Africa. Here we have over eight thousand Nazarenes. Why not lay claim to another twenty-five
thousand before the Lord comes again? No, we
are not forgetting our work on the many island
mission fields. Thank God for every missionary
who has labored in the Cape Verdes, the Carib
bean, and in the Pacific Islands as well. Let’s
shoulder our responsibility and do our duty—
quadruple our numbers and raise up an army of
saints that will throw heaven into one grand
jubilee.
We must meet the Moslems in Israel, Jordan,
Syria, and Lebanon. They must be reached. Our
missionaries in these countries are putting up a
great fight. They are getting results. God is not
going to fail us on these difficult fields. He will
help us to finish our work and get a great number
of those Jews, Armenians, and Arabs into the
Kingdom. They are having much trouble now to
live together, but those that we win to the Lord
will love one another now. and in heaven they
will live in perfect peace forever.
In every area of the world it is the same.
The task is far from being finished. The Church
of the Nazarene has been called to this work of
world evangelism. God is depending upon us
and we must be about our Master’s business. He
has called us to succeed, and to occupy until He
comes.
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QUOTES
s\ag.o5hitna, ^papat
By Rev. Toyoshichi Yoda
in a letter to his son

Dear Son:

After I finished revival services at Kumamoto
and Beppu, I went to Kagoshima for a two-day
revival. Kagoshima is one of five churches of my
pastorship.

2. Who had to be preacher and nurse both,
and who was the first seeker?
3. What are each of the new study and reading
course books about?
4. How many pupils graduated from our Bo
livian Bible school in the first graduation9
5.
What is the great need in Kagoshima?
6. To whom was a mule a ‘"fleece”? What
was the situation?
7. Why should gift money for missionaries be
sent to the general treasurer’s office in Kansas
City?
8. Give the nine answers to prayer requests
that are printed in this issue.
9. What are the special items used for decorat
ing at New Year's in Japan, and what is the
meaning of each?
10. How do they trap parakeets in the Cape
Verde Islands?

We have been averaging about ten in our wor
ship attendance here since we started last August
with thirteen charter members. Since I am tied
up with a very busy schedule. I can visit this
church only once a month, but God’s blessings
are evident upon this church.
Most of the members are Christians of many
years, with a definite holiness experience and
they are upper middle-aged people from wellto-do families. Just recently I was requested
to hold services in the large living room of a
ten-factory president's home. This man has been
attending our services faithfully and all his em
ployees want to come to our services now. This
is an encouragement to this new church.

Please pray for this church. Kagoshima Church
of the Nazarene had an unusually good start for
a new church in Japan, but now we need a welltrained and mature minister to lead them. We
always suffer for a lack of man power!

PRAY for a great revival among the Kekchi In
dians in Guatemala. Thousands of these
people are lost in sin and superstition.
We now have almost the whole New
Testament m their language. Pray that
many will be saved, and receive God s
Word into their hearts.
the American Indian school graduates.
that they will hear God's call to go back
to tlie r people with the gosp, ]
Pray
also tor those thomimil- of Indium who
are moving from the reservations into our
cities, that God will reach them with, the

PRAY for

Pray for God to supply a good pastor for this
church. There is no holiness church besides
our own in the Kagoshima area, where we have
over one hundred thousand souls’
I am trusting you to remember this church in
your daily' prayer. Keep your spiritual tire burn
ing and keep it hot always. Blessings be upon
you.
Lore^

g< ispel.

missionaries and workers in
Portuguese Bast Africa. They are meet
ing with tremendous problems. Only God
can give the answers and prosper the
spreading of the gospel. Pray that He will
intervene and accomplish His yvill.

PRAY tor our

Your Dad

PRAY

1. Where are the Knoxes building their home
in New Guinea?
4

lor Coolidges and Halls in Cuba as they
seek for locations for new chapels. Avail
able sites arc cither too expensive or the
missionaries have riot been able to secure

permission to piurehase. God can help this
situation.
The Other Sheep

Waller in Peru

'orene

how .1 spent Easter here in
Awhile before Easter I received an
from one of our Peruvian pastors in
Tacabamba to come to help them in special ser
vices for Holy Week. As you might think, I ac
cepted the invitation with pleasure, but its the
time to go came nearer I began to have mis
givings. This is the rainy season of the year—
from November to .June—and some of the roads,
due to the rains, become almost impassable. The
other missionaries told me it was unwise to go
because the trail, even tn good weather, is quite
an ordetd for men—and how would it be passed
in rainy weather by my helper and me? My
new helper, Susana Terrones, gives double ser
vice. for she is not only a nurse's helper but a
preacher as well. I am looking forward to see
ing many souls saved through God’s help and
our combined efforts.
et me tell you

Peru.
L
invitation

The missionaries finally convinced me that I
should not go to Tacabamba, so I sent a letter by
someone going into the village a few days before
the scheduled services, saying that I could not
come. I began getting ready for the Holy Week
services here in the Chota church. You can
imagine my surprise when the mule arrived as
previously scheduled, to take me to Tacabamba.
I didn't know what to do when I saw the mule.
So I prayed and asked God to help us get another
mule if it was His will that we go.
We got the second mule without any difficulty.
So we packed our things—the medicines, teeth
instruments, accordion, sleeping bag, and clothes
—in our alforjas (cloth saddlebags) and started
on our trip the next morning.
April, 1956

As we traveled I realized that what I had
been told about the trail was true. I never have
been over a worse one. We dismounted and
walked on some of the steep grades, they were
so dangerous. Part of the trail was a sharp,
rocky downgrade of zigzag pattern, with a river
at the bottom awaiting one whose mule would
make a false step. Needless to say, I went down
that part of the path afoot and let the Peruvian
guide bring my mule.
Imagine my surprise when, upon arriving in
Tacabamba, I learned that the Peruvian pastor
had received my letter about not coming but
had sent the mule anyhow. The Christians had
spent much time in prayer asking for our pres
ence for their services and they had faith that
God would not let them down. They prayed that
the rain would stop, and it scarcely rained at all
from Thursday before Palm Sunday until the
night we got home. God still answers the prayers
of His believing children.

While in Tacabamba, I extracted many teeth
and did some medical work, besides playing my
accordion for the services from Thursday night
to Sunday night. I spoke in one of the services,
also. The national pastor preached very ef
fectively. and there were two converts, besides
the brethren who were helped spiritually. One
of the converts was a dear country woman, and
the other was a cultured girl from the town.
She is the first convert from the town itself, and
we are praying that she may be the beginning
of a revival in that fanatical place. Please help
us to pray for her, that she may stay true through
all the bitter opposition she will receive.
5
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By Alexander Wachtel, Israel

“Dear Brother Wachtel:

“With great satisfaction and pleasure I would
like to let you know that the Lord has graciously
made known the bounty of His Great Grace, in
a way that I have never experienced before. In
the night of November 28th at eleven o’clock
(one hour before midnight), while earnestly seek
ing by faith, complete deliverance from and total
victory over sin, I made a solemn laying of

Mr. Sarian and his family

everything on the altar (family, time, energy,
money, and any material belongings) with all
sincerity; having the old self completely cruci
fied; this thing done, it pleased the Lord to fill
my whole being with such peace and calm, that
I never knew before. Now I know by His grace,
in an experiential way, what it means to have
one’s heart entirely cldansed by the precious blood
of the Lord Jesus Christ. Oh! it thrills my heart
with the deepest joy having done away with the
sin question once for all.”

So wrote Mr. Misak Sarian to Rev. Alexander
Wachtel. Nazarene missionary to Israel.

By obtaining this experience of heart holiness,
Mr. Misak Sarian has now made it possible for
the church to extend its work into Nazareth, the
town of Jesus’ boyhood.

Some time ago Mr. Sarian sought to represent
the church there, but he was informed that no
one could represent it unless he was in full
accord with its doctrines and had experienced
a second definite work of grace. Since August.
Mr. Sarian has been studying many of the holi
ness classics. This studying, along with the per
sonal witness of people who had the experience
of heart holiness themselves, intensified his
hunger and search after holiness of heart, until
the happy night of November 28. when, at tenthirty, the Holy Spirit told him to arise and
pray. As he prayed earnestly then, the Lord
revealed to him, as he had never realized before,
the condition of his heart and the need for full
surrender. When Mr. Sarian made the complete
consecration, he found that his faith arose spon
taneously and the Holy Spirit instantly came.
Mr. Sarian later related some of the results
of this experience. There came a greater unity
during the family devotions, and a hunger had
sprung up in the hearts of the others for this
same experience.
Mr. Sarian does not find the Church of the
Nazarene new, since he was a member over
twenty years ago. It was Rev. A. II. Kauffman
who saw promise in him and who joined with a
Mrs. Behar in sending him to the Christian and
Missionary Alliance Bible School in Bethlehem,
from which he graduated.
Unfortunately, a lack of understanding and
an unwillingness to listen led him away from
the church. For this mistake, he confessed, he
has missed God's best for the last twenty years.
However, we rejoice that he has seen his way
back and we believe that God will return what
the cankerworm has destroyed.
Nazareth has a population of twenty thousand
people, mostly Arabians. Christians, and Moslems.
Spreading in all directions from Nazareth are
hundreds of villages, open and hospitable to the
gospel.

SOMEBODY ASKED . . . Why should I send money gifts for missionaries or mission
fields to John Stockton, Kansas City?
So that it can be transferred to an insured check that will be accepted by banks of
foreign countries. Most foreign countries will not cash U.S. money orders or personal
checks. Currency sent through the mail often fails to reach the field, and when it does
arrive safely, must be changed into the currency of the country to which it has been
sent, sometimes to the loss of the recipient.
Special vouchers are sent with each month's field checks, indicating the amount of
each gift, for whom it is intended, and from whom it has been sent. The field treasurer
gives these gifts to the proper persons—in addition to their regular salaries. No gift for
a specified purpose is ever used for anything else without the permission of the donor.
6
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C'etti.ed at last! Well, almost—if you can
g
call living in a very much dilapidated
grass building along with an interesting as
sortment of rats, beetles, cockroaches, spiders,
and other creatures as being settled. To us,
though, after months of planning, waiting, in
vestigating. praying, and fasting, and waiting
some more it is a tropical paradise indeed!
Our location is in the middle Wahgi Valley,
about six miles across the river from Banz and
eleven miles from the Minj airstrip. The country
side is beautiful beyond any possibility of de
scription: completely surrounded by towering
mountain peaks with dozens of shades of greens
and blues dotting the surrounding territory. We
constantly marvel at God’s handiwork. The cli
mate is near ideal. Though very close to the
equator, all of the highland valleys are almost
a mile above sea level, and in the shade the
temperature is quite cool. A fire feels good
throughout the day in the house, and at night
as many as three quilts are needed for comfort.
In the sun, however, it is quite another story.
One can blister very painfully in a matter of a
few minutes. At present we are in the midst of
the rainv season, getting nearly an inch of rain
during the afternoon and night each day. This
will last until the latter part of March or middle
of April. Then we may go two or three days
without rain!
Because of the extreme ruggedness of the
country, most of our material is being “walked in”
from the airstrip by native carriers. This is a
slow hut sure way of getting it here. We hope
to start construction on our permanent buildings
within a very short time.
The government has a rest station within sight
of our location, which is used by the patrol
officer and his boys when they are on patrol in
this area. They very graciously consented to our
moving in until our quarters could be erected.
Our water supply problem is solved by a swiftflowing stream a half-mile from our property.
It is pure mountain water that does not have to
be boiled. Hauling water is easy indeed with
simply dozens of natives willing to carry it for
the ride down to the river and back in the jeep!
And the jeep—what a sensation it makes!
“Abigail” (named for her donors—the Abilene
District) is most popular indeed. The body is
April, 1956

painted a brilliant green, and since the factory
failed to paint the cab „to match, we drive a
green jeep with a shocking pink cab. The New
Guineans love it!
The people? It would be entirely impossibly
to describe them as they really are. They live in
the deepest spiritual and physical poverty that
can be imagined. Months and even years of living
with their bodies coated with grease, mud, paint,
and such, without ever bathing, is hard to imagine.
I seriously doubt that much of the accumulation
could be washed off, for it looks as though it
has become a part of their bodies. Their clothing
consists merely of a strip or two of woven bark
hung from a string tied about the waist. They
suffer quite a lot from the cold. And with no
protection of the skin by clothing, cuts and bruises
are easily acquired and easier infected. Conse
quently skin ulcers are almost a part of every
one, particularly the children.
There is no knowledge of forgiveness of sins
or a changed life. The people are steeped deeply
in spiritual poverty but respond quite readily to
friendliness and love.
Few of those in this area speak pidgin English,
hence the language barrier is great. Due to the
many limitations of pidgin, by the time it goes
through an interpreter into their language, much
of the communication is changed. Our first great
task will be to reduce the language to a written
form and learn it. Fortunately a great number
of the people of this area speak the same language
with few dialectical changes—a circumstance
which is not often the case in New Guinea. More
often there is a complete language change within
a radius of two or three miles!
Life here has thus far been far from disinteresting. Our “house” did not come equipped
with windows but rather with just slits cut in
the grass walls. After building a door out of
boxing plank, we nailed up boards, prison-bar
(Continued on page 10)
7

A Christian woman going for
waler. Portuguese East Africa

The church at our Lorraine Mission Station, huilt largely
from Alabaster funds. Transvaal

The Battersea dispensary at Lorraine Mission Station.
This is a hack view showing patients waiting for the
nurse to see them. The nurses are inside. Transvaal

8

An outdoor meeting in progress at Saul Sitove’s village.
Portuguese East Africa

Our Nazarene nurses. Su aziland

April. 1956

A cobra killed at camp meet
ing at Arthurseat. Transvaal

Baptismal service at camp meeting, Arthurseat. Trans
vaal

Converts baptized at ramp meeting. Arthurseat. Trans
vaal

Graduating students at the Nazarene Bible School, Stegi.
Sira-.Hand

Teaching staff. Stegi Nazarene Bible School. Swaziland
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New Guinea Glimpses

(Continued from page 7)

fashion, across the window openings to keep the
heads on the outside. Seldom are there less than
a hundred natives congregated around the build
ing and a quarter of them are usually peering in
on us. Every move we make is commented upon,
and picking a piece of food from my teeth brought
gales of laughter from my audience! No doubt
we must be strange creatures indeed to them.
Some of their habits can be quite disconcerting.
When a Kanaka (the bush native) gets tired, he
simply lies down wherever he may be. My wife
nearly trampled a poor fellow underfoot who
became tired on our porch near the door!
The vegetable supermarket is nice, indeed.
When we have need of tomatoes, corn, or po
tatoes, Wanda merely goes to the door (an audi
ence is always available) and announces through

By O. K. Perkinson, Uruguay

' I 'wo years ago, he was only a piece of “driftx wood,” an orphan from childhood, who had
roamed the streets of Buenos Aires all his life.

All driftwood is not worthless. Among the
drifts that clog the mouths of the great rivers of
the world can be found trunks of the rosewood
tree. They need only be salvaged, tooled, and
polished to become priceless pieces of furniture
that grace the homes of the rich.
Martin was drifting rosewood. Two years ago
he drifted into the tent yf the Nazarene Assem
bly. His clothing was the garb of the very poor.
His shoulders were stooped, his hands calloused.
His eyes mirrored the hunger of a soul desperate
ly searching for the Divine. Unembarrassed, he
sat beside a much better dressed man than he,
while the preacher broke the bread of life. After
the sermon, half-dazed with the wonder of all he
had heard, he went forward to pray.
This year, two years after that eventful day,
during the final afternoon session of the assembly,
someone requested that Martin sing. As he
arose from the back of the tent, a tall, welldressed young Bible school student, with broad,
erect shoulders and the poise of confidence, mixed
with true humility, I could only marvel at the
change Christ had wrought.

And then he sang! From the depths of his
soul, the words of “Jesus, My Wonderful Lord”
poured out through his deep, rich voice. The
10

an interpreter that she wishes these items. Soon
they come bringing them around for trade. Salt,
razor blades, tea, sugar, matches, and money are
all used for exchange.
Our day of opportunity is dawning in New
Guinea. What is evident here is repeated a hun
dredfold elsewhere over the island. The men
are very irresponsible, leaving home and wander
ing the countryside for days at a time. Little
boys when six to eight years of age are turned
loose, and many may travel as far as fifty miles
from home. This is a tremendous opportunity
for a boarding school. Already many inquiries
have been made regarding our opening a school
for the boys. The people are eager to learn, and
with knowledge we can teach them the true
knowledge of sins forgiven and a pure life lived
for Christ.
May we ever be found in the place where God
can use us to bring light to the heathen-darkened
souls of New Guinea!

tent was filled with the Spirit of Goel. Men and
women wept and shouted. Everyone was deeply
moved. How we thank God for His redeeming
power, that can take driftwood and polish it until
it becomes priceless rosewood!

Let their table become a snare before them:
and that which should have been for their wel
fare, let it become a trap (Ps. 69:22).

“Breadfruit is very good to eat, but let me
show you something interesting about it.” said
the Cape Verdian farmer who had been showing
us the lovely big tree of breadfruit in his yard.
Squeezing out a bit of the milky-looking juice
from the fruit, he placed it in a shallow pan. “This
is how they capture parakeets,” he said. “The
bird comes to the pan, sees the appetizing juice,
and begins to drink. He isn’t satisfied though and,
to get more, he hops into the pan. After eating
all he wants he tries to fly away, only to find that
his feet are stuck fast. The innocent-looking
juice has hardened, and he is literally glued to
the spot—captive to man.”

How many legitimate things that could have
been for our good have become a snare because
we plunged in so deeply that missionary calls,
private devotions, loyalty to Christ and the
church, and other more important things have
been forgotten!—Gladys Mosteller, Cape Verde
Islands.
The Other Sheep

I didn’t have a wonderful verse of scripture
that thrilled and urged me to offer myself to
God for full-time service, nor did I have a large
sum of money as a seal that God had chosen me,
but I did hear that “still small voice,” which grew
louder and louder, causing me to listen, obey, and
act. This, I believe, was the result of my mother’s
prayers.

In September, 1924, I was born in Belfast,
North Ireland, and was privileged to have a
Christian mother, who both loved and feared
God and sought to bring up her children in the
Christian way. It was not until my early teens
that I realized salvation was a personal acceptance
of the Lord Jesus Christ as Saviour. I had always
thought that my mother, sisters, and brother
being Christians would suffice for me. Praise the
Lord, at the age of fifteen years I recognized
that I needed Christ as my Saviour and was glori
ously saved!
When I was seventeen God began to speak
to me about serving Him abroad, and I was un
happy. I didn’t want to leave my family and
home. Already two sisters and a brother were
serving God abroad and I told the Lord I would
work for Him at home. God continued to speak,
and after some time spent in misery as I tried
not to hear His voice, I finally said, “Yes, Lord,
I’ll go where You want me to go; I’ll be what
You want me to be.”
April. 1956

When I was eighteen years old I began my
training as a nurse, qualifying at the end of three
years. After this I gained a diploma in mid
wifery. I loved nursing and often wished I could
stay and work for God in a hospital somewhere
in Britain. But God had a plan for my life and
I had made a vow unto God.

It wasn’t until I was twenty-seven that I en
tered Redcliffe Missionary Training College, Lon
don. These were two wonderful years of learning
to study God’s Word and other subjects. During
my second year I realized that God could do
something greater for me if I were willing to
allow Him. This was surrendering myself to
God and letting Him come into my heart in sanc
tifying power. After this experience, God won
derfully blessed, and speaking and singing at
meetings had a new power. It was, and continues
to be, a wonderful experience!
During my last term in Bible college, I knew
God wanted me for the Cape Verde Islands. To
day, it is a joy to be writing this from Brava, in
the Cape Verdes—the island to which God has
sent both my husband and me.
Editor’s Note: Charlotte Munn and Clifford Gay
were married June 22, 1955. Mr. Gay’s biography
appeared in the July, 1949, Other Sheep. Mrs.
Gay is the sister of Mrs. Ernest Eades. The
Eadeses are also missionaries in the Cape Verde
Islands.
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J^ast year I had the interesting, but per
plexing and sometimes trying, experience
of pastoring a church as well as being a
nurse. The first several weeks were discour
aging. but God blessed and eventually the
people began to respond.

I’ll never forget the first seeker. A girl
of twelve came, without coaxing, to seek
sanctification. I had watched her through
the weeks with admiration. She had hurried
home from school every Wednesday evening
to bring her little brothers to the clinic, with
all the devotion and interest of a little
mother. She had visited enthusiastically for This is Merlene, on the far right, with some of the
Sunday school during a contest.
the Sunday school, bringing as many as ten people she brought toMerlene
won.
visitors in one Sunday. Now. in the face of
opposition from friends and possible misun
derstanding from her unsaved father, she was coming to dedicate her life to God. My
heart welled up within me! It was one of the happiest moments of my life when Merlene prayed through and the fire of Pentecost fell on her heart.
>
I continued to watch her life. Easter Sunday was coming and pledges had been taken
for a top offering. Merlene wasn’t saving for a new dress or new shoes, but was plan
ning and saving to pay the pledge she had made, even if it cost her her only posses
sion—a little pig. Her father promised to help her. She and her mother had gathered cahoon nuts, pounded and boiled out the oil to sell in order to add to their funds. But the
Saturday before Easter came, and the amount saved was not enough to pay the pledge.
Though it wasn't easy, Merelene kept her vow and sold the little pig. The next day
she humbly placed her pledge in the offering plate, with a smile of victory on her face.
Tragedy has struck early in Merelene’s life. Only recently her father was acciden
tally shot on his way to his little farm. In a few hours he was gone. But the godly in
fluence of his family reaped its reward, for he called his eldest son, who was with him, to
his side and asked him to pray. In those last few minutes, the father was saved and pre
pared to meet his Master.
You ask—do missions pay? If this were the only victory, it would have been worth
while, but there are more. I believe we owe it to His “other sheep’’ to keep a world-wide
vision of lost souls and the spreading of the gospel.
12
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GENERAL PRESIDENT’S
NOTES

“HE ALSO IS
A SON OF ABRAHAM”
Luke 19:9

Louise R. Chapman
General President

Sixteen million
American c i t i zens! All of them
material out of
which to make
holy men and
women for the
kingdom of God!
I speak of the
American
Ne
groes of our
country. What a
challenge to the
Church of the

Nazar ene!
In December, 1 visited our Bible
Institute in West Virginia. Rev. R. W.
Cunningham, the president, and Rev.
Clarence Bowman are doing an ex
cellent work. The property was neat
and well kept. The classbooks, finan
cial records, and reports were in order.
Everything was in good condition.
The Bible Institute is housed in the
local church building. There is a nice
dormitory worth much more than the
amount of money invested in its
building. The kitchen and dining room
are a part of this building. The up
stairs is unfinished. When complete
it will provide sufficient room for
our needs.
There is a fair-sized student body.
Our most important task now is to
find full-time Negro theological stu
dents to supply all our needs. Det us
join together and ask Him to give
us this year:
1. Ten new full-time Negro theo
logical students.
2.
A finished dormitory.
3. Guidance for Brother Cunning
ham and the Institute staff.
4, Revival blessings upon Bible
Institute.
Here is where we can all help.
We must have Negro leaders.
Rev. Leon Chambers is doing a
great work on the Gulf Central Dis
trict. He has organized Sunday schools
and churches. God has blessed him
marvelously. When we produce the
necessary leadership there will be
no limit to the number of our Negro
people who may be reached for God
and the church.

April. 19;>6
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- MISSIONARY SOCIETY
6401 The Paseo, Box 6076, Kansas City 10, Missouri

READING COURSE
HONOR ROLL

SUCCESSFUL
“OTHER SHEEP” CAMPAIGNS

1954-55

The missionary
society of the
Hanford, C a 1 i fornia, Church of
the Nazarene increased their
Other Sheep
subscriptions
from 32 last year
to 278 this year
by using boys
and girls as the
salesmen.
Shirley HugHts
The winner of
the contest was Shirley Hughes, age
10, with 185 subscriptions. Only 20
of these were from church families,
with the remainder coming from out
siders or businessmen uptown. She
was awarded a lovely Bible.
The following boys and girls re
ceived an award for securing at least
ten subscriptions: Tommy Bodiford,
Bobby Music, Judy Johnson, Cheryl
Edwards, Buster Killion, and Sharon
Storey.
Clarence Killion, Pastor

Congratulations to the twenty-five
districts which have “readers” equal
to at least 50 per cent of their total
N.F.M.S. membership. To qualify as
a “reader” one must read at least
three of the prescribed missionary
books for the year. We hope that
before the present year (1955-56)
ends, more districts will qualify for
the Reading Course Honor Roll.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2 4.
2 5.

Southwest Indiana
Northwest Oklahoma
Kansas
North Arkansas
Canada West
Rocky Mountain
C'hicago Central
Western Ohio
Southwest Oklahoma
Ida ho-Oregon
Houston
Northern California
Oregon Pacific
South Dakota
Iowa
Abilene
North Dakota
Florida
Dos Angeles
Michigan
Southeast Oklahoma
Nob r ask a
Akron
Northwest
New M ex i co

70.7%
67.7
64.5
62.1
62.0
61.9
60.2
5 8.3
58.0
5 7.7
5 5.7
54.9
54.9
54.0
5 4.0
5 3.9
53.5
52.8
52.8
5 2.0
52.0
5 1.2
50.8
50.5
50.1

SPANISH BROADCAST
A Report from Haiti

:

i

:

i
|
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The manager of Radio Sta
tion 4VEH in Cap Haitien,
Haiti, reported:
“The Spanish programs [‘La
Hora Nazarena’] were used
eight extra times and the Eng
lish programs [‘Showers of
Blessing’! ten extra times dur
ing the Christmas week—draw
ing from the two previous
years’ tapes we had on file, as
well as the new ones this year.”
Your offering for the Spanish
Broadcast makes these programs
possible. As an N.F.M.S. organization we are committed to
raise $10,000.00 a year. Our full
apportionment for this year is
not yet met, and the fiscal
year is fast drawing to a close.
If your society or church has
not taken your Spanish Broadcast offering for the present
year, do so now and send the
money to the general treasurer,
Mr. John Stockton, before
April 30. Begin plans NOW for
your Spanish Broadcast offering
in July.

|

;
I

;
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The Lincoln Highway Zone of
Northwestern Illinois District held a
zone rally at Rochelle, May 20. Juniors
from De Kalb, Rochelle, and Oregon,
carrying pennants of red, yellow,
black, and white representing the
Other Sheep, sang “Jesus Loves the
Little Children.” Il was then an
nounced that the boy or girl who
secured the most Other Sheep sub
scriptions between May 20 and May 31
would be sent to Boys' or Girls’ Camp.
Helen Buse of Oregon secured 28;
Wayne Albright, Jr., of De Kalb 25;
and Bonnie Scarmeos of Rochelle 20.
The quota for the zone was 200, and
325 subscriptions were secured.
Columbus Warren Avenue Church
received the district award for the
greatest number of Other Sheep sub
scriptions secured. At a regular wor
ship service, 321 subscriptions were
received; but the local Other Sheep
secretary, Mr. John Pannabeckcr, Sr.,
was to surpass that record himself by
securing 133 more from other church
members not present that Sunday, and
by obtaining 217 more from fellow
workers and friends outside the
church.

(Contimied on page 14)
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MAY EMPHASIS

“OTHER SHEEP” CAMPAIGN
The 1956 Other Sheep Campaign
will be in full swing this spring. Some
districts are in the midst of their
spring drive; others are getting ready
for a big “take-off” in May. No doubt
you have already heard from your
district officer in charge of the campaign against which district on your
geographic zone you will be competing. The winner of the contest will
be determined by the percentage of
increase, so each district will have a
fair chance. Your district can realize
a good increase in subscriptions only
as the local churches and societies
show substantial increase. Help your
district move UP into the next group.
Winners in each geographic zone and
group, as well as an all-over winner, will be announced in January,
1957. Starting points (where you are
now—January 15. 1956) are given
below. Get on your mark! Get set!
Go!

STARTING POINT—JANUARY 15, 1956

2,352

77.1

Central

1,081
3,7 13
7,04 4
4,4 75
4 74
7 60
7,179
1,18 4
1,36 4
3,350
9 23
2,868

72.0
71.1
7 0.9
7 0.0
69.5
68.3
68.2
66.7
63.9
61.3
60.8
60.4

Eastern

8,567
5,1 00
Akron
306
180
Alaska
8,0 86
4,705
N.K Indiana
1,706
Wisconsin
986
Hawaii
242
1 39
4,383
M;i ho-< >reg-on
2.4 96
2,951
Houston
1,67 6
' 7 7
4,807
Abilene
Nebraska
1,069
9 47
3.1 03
New England
5,507
Kansas 5,7 33
3.1 9 7
6.886
3.284
West Virginia
Canada 1.603
Central
877
56 1
306
South Dakota
Canada West and
3,182
1,728
Canada Pacific
5,9 < 1
Eastern Michigan
2,83 4
1,500
N.E. Oklahoma
251
1 32
Australia
4,2
1
8
2,192
Chicago Central
5 35
Nevada-Utah
4,115
2,085
N.W. Indiana
2.666
1.330
Albany
4.770
2.33 4
Northwest
3.660
7,580
S. California
5,80 5
2.748
Indianapolis
7,2.9
3.4 4 0
Los Angeles
2.883
1,361
S.E. < tklahoma
3,2 8 5
6,9 57
Wash.-1‘hila.
2.7 5 8
5,858
S.W. Indiana
2,003
4.293
S.W. Oklahoma
2,783
Illinois 5,976
4.162
1,886
Dallas
4,62 6
10,383
N. California

59.5
58.8
5 8.8
57.8
r>7.4
5 6.9
56.8
56.7
56.7
56.3
55.8
54.7
54.5

Eastern
Northwest
Central
Central
Southwest
Nori hwest
Southern
Southern
Soul hern
Eastern
S< >ut hern
Soul beast
B 1.-< ’anadiar
Nori hwest

54.3
D • >. 6
53.0
52.6
52.0
50.8
50.7
4 9.9
48.9
48.3
47.3
47.3
47.2
47.2
4 7.1
4 6.7
4 6.6
45.3
4 1.6

B. I.-Canadiar
Cent ral
Soul hern
B. 1 .-Ca nadiar
Central
N< >rt hwest
(’ent ral
Eastern
Nort hwest
Sout hwest
South West
Central
S< >ut hern
Eastern
Cent ra 1
Sout hern
Cent ral
Southern
Southwest

1.0 3 0
1,024
1.1 on
1.542
2.0 4 0
1,071
2,081
1,363

B1.9
43.5
4 3.3
42.1
41.7
41.7
40.6
40.4

Soul b West
Sout beast
S< uthern
Sout beast
Sout least
Southeast
(’entral
Nort hwest

987
7 65
1,14 4
1,821
1.04 7
2,4 39
1,2 4 3
1,914
1,425
1,327
737
854
1,707
98 3

40.3
40.3
40.2
39.6
38.4
37.0
36.1
35.7
3 5.2
33.7
32.1
2 8.4
2 6.6
25.2

B. I.-Canadian
Sou t hwest.
Sout hern
Sout hern
Sout hwest
Sout hern
Sout hern
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southern
Southeast
Southeast

75-100%

1.

N.W. Illinois

3,051

GROUP B
60-74%
12 Districts

2. New York
1,502
3.
Oregon 5,224
Pacific
4.
Central 9,932
Ohio
5. Uittsburg-h
6,396
6.
Maritime 682
1,113
7.
North Lakota
10.5 1 8
8. Western Ohio
1,774
9. Minnesota
2,134
In. Virginia
11. Michigan
5,4 63
12.
Rocky Mount;iin
1,517
4,7 45
13.
Iowa

GROUP C
49-59%
33 Districts
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
2 2.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

2 9.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
3 5.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
4 5.
46.
GROUP D
44% or
under
23 Districts

Mr. Claude Mills, local Other
Sheep secretary of Columbus Shepard, secured 102 subscriptions from
fellow workers. He carried an issue
of the Other Sheep with him and presented it as a sample to all he contacted. He said, ‘‘When people saw
what they were getting for their
money, the subscriptions came fast
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ZONE

GROUP A

Mrs. Evelyn Bolling, of Columbus
Linden, turned in 75 subscriptions.
She said: “I called everyone who went
to church and those who did not
come any more. I asked my milkman,
breadman, relatives, and everybody
who came to my door to take the
Other Sheep."

Did you know that pastors and
missionaries receive the “Other
Sheep free of charge, so they do not
personally need gift subscriptions?
Much duplication of subscriptions
would be avoided if this word were
passed around.

OTHER
SHEER
1/15/56

PER
CENT

DISTRICT

Successful “Other Sheep”
Campaigns, continued

Mrs. Barbara Robinson (also of
Columbus Linden), who is past seventy years of age, went from house to
house and received fifty subscriptions.
She asked her insurance man, milkman, and friends. She said, “I received a great blessing from doing
it, because through it I was able to
talk to many about their souls.”

CHURCH
MEMBERS
1955

4.307
2,3 5 5
48. North Carolina
2.55 9
49. North Arkansas
3.662
50. East Tennessee
4,887
51. Florida
2 .;> < 0
52.
South Carolina
53.
Missouri 5,125
3.371
5 4. Wash. Pacific
1,324 )
55. British Isles N.
1.127 (
British Isles S.
1,898
56. New Mexico
2,8
43
57.
San Antonio
4,597
58.
N.W. Oklahoma
2.7
27
59. Arizona
6,585
60. Kansas City
3,440
61. Louisiana
5,363
62. Alabama
4,051
63. Georgia
3,942
6 4. Eastern Kentucky
2,298
65. Mississippi
3,003
66. South Arkansas
6,415
67. Tennessee
3,902
68. Kentucky

TOTAL

279,2 17

Not included in the
above tabulations

Northwest
Central
Central
B. I.-( ’a-nadian
Northwest
Central
M innesota
Soutbeast
Cent ral
Nort h west
Central

140,355

618

6:> 1

279,835

141,006

The Other Sheet

PRAYER REQUESTS
Choose one from each list of re
quests for your Prayer Chart.

PERU NEEDS
1.
Lima -Flinncrs
2.
The Jaen Valley
3. The Lucara Work Norene
(Roth) Grmitz
4.
Chota Church Golliher
5. Arguaruna Work and Douglass
es
6.
Bible Training School
7.
Pima Church—Taylors
8. A Converted Priest Fanatically
Persecuted
Lima has a million and a quarter
inhabitants. We have only one church
of sixty members. The pastor is Rev.
Harry Flinner.
Lima church has
talented young people. Help them by
prayer to organize Sunday schools
and preaching points.
Jaen Valley, on east side of Andes,
is a rapidly growing section. Climate
difficult. Pastor Ramos and family ill.
Large monastery in the valley.
Pucara in Jaen Valley is a proposed
site for dispensary where Rev. and
Mrs. Howard Grantz (Norene Roth)
is to care lor sick and evangelize peo
ple. Very needy section with no con
veniences. Malarial climate, dense
population, and tremendous challenge.
Chota is in the mountains. Na
tional pastor is ill. Church badly needs
revival.
Pray for the safety of the mission
aries to the needy Aguarunas as they
travel dangerous trails: for Teacher
Guy and the spiritual needs of the
schools; for their mechanic, Mr. Lara,
who must sacrifice much to stay with
the mission.
The work demands more God-called
youth. Pray that the number in train
ing shall be doubled and that those
in preparation shall not turn to secu
lar education for greater financial
gain.
Piura is an older church with one
of our oldest pastors. It is within
easy reach by good roads of eight
large and many smaller towns that
could be evangelized by the talented
youth if they were awakened. The
church is in great need of revival.

5.
Spanish-speaking work
6. Finishing of Winchester Memo
rial Church
Four of our churches are built on
properties to which we have no titles.
Titles for Carpaputo and Iquiaca lots
seem near solution. Carabuco and
Jesus de Machaea are the other
churches needing prayer help.
Money for the three lots in request
No. 2 is in hand, but lots so far are
unobtainable.
Miraflores has a good congrega
tion. They need government approval
of building plans and prayer help
during the construction of the church.

ANSWERED PRAYER
AFRICA
(Request published in Other Sheep
in July. 1954.)
1. At Nkamaza the headman had
the men of the valley haul stones and
sand for the new church building.
2. Permission for a permanent
school mid church at Ngowane. We
have been given the green light and
now we can go forward unhindered.
3. Permanent site for church and
school at Mpofu. The tribal school has
been closed by the government and
the privilege of opening a school given
to us. This is a real victory, for it
enables us to have our new site right
in the midst of that heavily ]x>pulated area.
4. Youth revival in the schools.
Teachers and students are starting
new Sunday schools, visiting kraals,
and winning souls for the Lord. One
teacher wrote: "I never knew that
God could so wonderfully answer my
prayers. He has given me eleven souls
and I believe He will give me eleven
more."
5. Two. ixissibly three, young men
will be entering Bible school at the
beginning of the year and two more
the year following.
6. Thus far God has protected Joy.
She is still in danger and still needs
prayer.
7. Eri ata beni. The sheep farmer,
after two years, has moved out of our
church building and told the people
that they may return. They are great
ly rejoicing.

HEALTH OF MISSIONARY
Rev. Wm. Vaughters has been
touched physically by God’s healing
hand. He is now able to carry full
responsibility as the president of our
San Antonio Bible School.
(This request was published in
the October. 1954, Other Sheep.)

BRITISH GUIANA

Location at New Amsterdam. God
has given us a good location in New
BOLIVIA
Amsterdam and we are now having
1.
Property titles for four churches regular services in this needy place.
2. I.ots in Caquiviri. Tiquina, and Thank God for His wonderful work
Guaqui
ings.
3.
Church at Miraflores
(Request in January, 1956. Other
Sheep)
4.
More national preachers
April. 1956

“OTHER SHEEP”
CAMPAIGN
MATERIALS
1, Other Sheep subscription
envelopes and subscription
blanks have been sent to your
pastor. If you need more of
either of these items contact
the N.F.M.S. Office. Nazarene
Headquarters, 6401 The Paseo,
Kansas City 10, Missouri.
2. A "campaign" information
sheet, including campaign sug
gestions. presentation of the
campaign, information about
subscriptions, and valuable hints
on records, has Ireen sent to
each local president, chapter
chairman, and district officer on
the Council 'ridings mailing list.
We have some copies available,
if for any reason you need
more.

ALABASTER CORNER
The Mischkes Report
From Swaziland
Just before the summer rains set in.
we finished another national pastor's
home, forty miles from here. From
now on for months, it will be im
possible to reach that place by car.
Now every pastor but one, on the
Stcgi Zone, has a nice, sturdy little
parsonage. And we think the funds
for the last one will soon be on the
way. To get these bouses built, some
many miles away, where it is most
difficult to get the building supplies
to the site, and to have nothing but
unskilled native laborers to help,
really takes grace and sweat and
blood. I can tel! you. But it is worth
it all. Now when the cold winds blow
in winter and the heavy rains fall in
summer, we will be able to rest better
in our own comfortable home, because
we will know that our pastors and
families are also comfortable. And
where do the funds come from for
these homes that bring such comfort
and blessing to God’s workers? Yes,
you have guessed it. Alabaster Boxes!
If you could just see with your eyes
what this little extra love offering
does for the work in Africa, and all
around the world, you would be
doubly blessed for each coin you slip
into the box! We now have three Ala
baster parsonages on our zone, so
have no trouble distributing boxes
among our people, because they want
to help make others as happy as they
have been made. Once a year at
camp-meeting time wc have a service
for opening the boxes. This year the
entire native church brought in some
over $200.00. And you might be in
terested to know that the missionaries
emptied very near to S700.00 on the
table during our last Council Meeting.
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Dear Boys

and

Girls:

Last July we had a nice letter from Dennis Sparks,
of Harvey, Illinois, saying he would like to hear
from our missionaries in Japan. At that time the
Shepherds were in America on furlough but now
they are back in Japan. We have a nice letter from
Mrs. Shepherd this month.
“Dear Juniors:

“It has been some time since we have written
anything to you th rough your page in the Other
Sheep. Last year we were in America on furlough
and were very happy that we could visit some of you,
Samuel had his first year in English school last
year, though he was nine years old. Before that
he had been the only American child in a big
Japanese school. But he enjoyed it because he spoke
Japanese and knew Japanese customs. He has many
friends among the Japanese boys and girls. They
have always been very courteous to him. even though
in Japan he is a ‘foreigner.’ Verla enjoyed her Ameri
can kindergarten last year, second semester. They
both had much to learn about America.
"We came back to Japan in August. Since we
are back, we are able to send Samuel and Voila to
an English-speaking Christian school. To get to the
school the children ride one and one-half hours on
an old bus that breaks down quite often. How thank
ful we are that they have a Christian school to go tof
There they are learning many Bible verses along
with the other studies such as you have in school.
All the boys and girls study the Japanese language
at school, too.
*
“The Christian boys and girls in Japan celebrate
Christmas by having programs at church much as
we do. They often have baptismal services at Christ
mas time. too. Sometimes the adults exchange’ gifts
with friends. But ver\ few ever have Christmas trees
in their homes with gifts as we do.
“Japanese people who are not Christians don't remember Christmas much. They are busy planning
for New Year's time At that time they celebrate
for three to seven days. People from ail walks of
life enjoy this most popular festival. Every house is
decorated within and without: everybody is in holi
day attire, ready Io eat special New Years foods
and play special New Year’s games. There is also
much drinking of sake, the Japanese whiskey. Of
course this makes us very sad.
“A very special New Year's game is like imr bad
minton, and is called ‘battledore and shuttlecock.
The ‘birds’ are made of smooth, round stones attached
to feathers: the rackets, of solid wood. Many limes
the rackets are very gorgeously designed on the
16

backs, and hung on the wall as a decoration. In Tokyo
or other cities the game is played on the narrow
sidewalks or in the streets by various ages of the
younger people.
"The special objects used for decorative purposes
during this season, and often at other times too, are
the pine, the bamboo, and the plum. Each has a
very beautiful meaning. Just briefly, the pine is
always green- which means that we should always
be awake and alive, even through trials. Also the
greenness of the pine means long life a happy
New Year’s wish for friends. The bamboo is strong:
even when strong winds and storms bend it clear
to the ground, it come back up again, beautiful and
strong. This means that even through tests and
trials we must always bravely keep up our stand for
the right. The plum is the earliest blossoming tree
in Japan. It blooms while many other plants are
hovering under cover from the coldness of early
spring. This too is a lesson to remind us that we
should be courageous and progressive in the midst
of difficulties.
"I hope that each of you may always be helpful,
strong, and brave, as the pine, the bamboo, and
the plum. And I pray, too, that our loving Heavenly
Father may guide you on into eternal life.”
(Mattie Shepherd)

Here is a picture of Mrs. Shepherd, Samuel, and
Verla on the deck of the ship on the wax back to
Japan. Let s remember. Juniors, to pray for the
Shepherds, our good missionaries in Japan.

Sin cereli/,
Elizabeth B. Jones
P.S.

Next month we'll have another letter asked

for by one of you Juniors. Be sure to watch for it.
The Other Sheep

we had a very happy and glorious day. A witch
doctor with whom our pastor had been dealing came to church. He
was the very first person at the altar, and after praying awhile, arose
and said he wished to go home and gather all his paraphernalia to
burn. That evening a good group of us went to his kraal with the
pastor to witness the burning there. It is difficult to express the feel
ings we felt as he removed all the demon charms from his wife and
children and threw them on the heap. He then removed his skins and
charms and threw them on top with such a determined and deliberate
manner. Our pastor, Johanne Mtetwa, gave a brief message, after
which we sang “There Is Power in the Blood,” while the former witch
doctor lighted the bonfire. The presence of the Lord was there, and
as we sang we all felt the power of the Holy Spirit. While the fire died
down, we closed the service by prayer and singing “Glorious Freedom.”
One cannot imagine just what it means to this man to burn all his
former security, but in the words of a student nurse who was present,
“We cannot help but think the Lord will really bless him.” He indeed
looked like a “new creature” in church this Sunday. He followed our
group from kraal to kraal in the afternoon, enjoying the singing and
testimonies. He made it back to the hospital in time for the evening
ward service. “Behold, the Lord’s hand is not shortened, that it can
not save; neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear.
guNDAY BEFORE last

Ruth E. Gilley

Bourbonnais, Illinois
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Our Pacific Outposts

Our
Pacific ✓Outposts

Richard S. laylor

By RICHARD S. TAYLOR
Alaska, Hawaii, Philippines, New Guinea,
Korea, Australia, New Zealand—these are the
mission fields in this year's missionary study.
Mr. Taylor takes his readers on a guided tour,
pointing out the many curious characteristics of
these lands and their people, calling special at
tention to the work of the Church of the Nazarene.
At the end of this reading tour, you will not
only be well informed, but will receive a keen,
personal interest in this expansive, Kingdom
building outreach.
SI.00

Frontiers of the Kingdom

In Their Steps

Compiled by the Department of Foreign Missions. A four-year
review of Nazarene missions!
Here you will find an up-to-the-minute report on each mis
sionary field with pictures of newly appointed missionaries
and a listing of all others, as well as a challenging "future
look" for reaching those untouched millions crying for the gos
pel.
50c

By D. I. VANDERPOOL. A most informative account in which

Mission to the Philippines

Declare His Wonders

By JOSEPH S. PITTS. The story of Nazarene missionary ad
venture into the Philippine Islands—the direct outcome of
heart-burdened servicemen to the great spiritual need, the
victorious answer to a Philippine businessman's twenty-year
prayer. An excellent picture of these inlander people.
SI.00

By HELEN TEMPLE. Again, Miss Temple has taken up her
pen to give us nine authentic stories from such fascinating
places as New Guinea, Alaska, Korea, Hawaii, China, and
the Philippines. Your missionary interests will be stimulated
anew as you read of God's wonders on these mission fields.
S1.00

Christ at the Bamboo Curtain

The Transformed Red Man

By L. C. OSBORN. Thrilling reading from the rim of Communist
China. Here you will get a few glimpses of how God is still
working behind the bamboo curtain, but more especially, the
heroic conquests of Christianity just outside.
$1.00

By G. H. PEARSON. This is your opportunity to become ac
quainted with a rapidly increasing group, yet unreached by
the gospel—our North American Indians. Here you will learn
with interest of their customs and practices; you will be chal
lenged to pray for this vast field white unto harvest.
$1.00

Young China in the Valley of Decision

Reading Course Record Book

By PALMER I. ANDERSON. What has become of Christians
in China today? Rev. Palmer I. Anderson, an Evangelical
Lutheran missionary to China for some thirty years, brings a
vivid, revealing account of Christianity in action on this Com
munistic battleground.
$1.00

An attractively bound book with detailed instructions, useful
suggestions, and twenty-one charted pages for keeping a rec
ord on each member over a four-year period.

General Superintendent Vanderpool tells of his jurisdictional
visits to the British Isles, Italy, Near East, and the Caribbean

area. You will find the author's characteristic warm, friendly
style compelling you on and on till you reach the end. S1.00

Order a new one to use during this next quadrennium.

Start This New Quadrennium with EVERYONE
Reading These Interest-packed Books
NAZARENE

PUBLISHING

HOUSE

25c

